Onboarding Process Flow
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Stay on top of your daily tasks management
Get
Started!
and easily collaborate on projects.
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Stay on top of your daily tasks management
Inboxand easily collaborate on projects.

Back to welcome email
(Touchpoint outside the app)
Project Companion
for Managers

Step 1.
Download

Installs the app from the App Store
(Touchpoint outside the app)

Download the app from
the App Store

Step 2.
Activate

Starts the activation
process

Activate your account

Please keep this email for future reference.
Feedback
We hope that you’ll enjoy working with the app. If you
need help, or have ideas for improvements or features,
just visit our app community. We always welcome your
feedback!
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Cancel

Items need
your attention

Welcome

Define Server Configuration

A

SAP Project Companion
for Managers

Installation

Cancels the
onboarding process

Project Companion for
Managers

Welcome

Opens the app

Task might delay work package
Due in 3 days • Cold Hot Ray HCM Upg...

Thank you for downloading
SAP Project Companion for
Managers.

Decision Neede About Partn…
Issue not yet resolved
Due in 2 days • Cold Hot Ray HCM Upg...

iPhone

Task progress seems low
Due today • Heavy Tires Canada Rollout

SAP Project Companion for
Managers

michael123

Stay on top of your daily tasks
management and easily collaborate on
projects.

Please follow the instructions you
received in the welcome email to start
the activation process.

Testing Strategy for CRP1, C...

Cancels the onboarding process

Sign In
Forgot Password?

Need more support from ba...

B

Issue not yet resolved

Launch

Sign In

Due in 2 days • Cold Hot Ray HCM Upg...
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Enters demo mode

Starts the activation
process*

Want to explore? Try the Demo

Want to explore? Try the Demo

“Cancel” or “Disagree” cancels
the onboarding process

Projects

Cancels the
onboarding process
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Authorize

Cancel

PASSCODE
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TOUCH ID
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EULA

Cancel
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Set Passcode
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In enterprise, onboarding is the process of activating an existing user account and getting the user up and running with the app. Existing user accounts are typically assigned by an admin or the
IT department. The onboarding process can vary depending on the configuration of the app by the admin or the IT department in terms of data sensitivity and security level.

Activation

Successful sign in

SAP Project Companion for
Managers (iOS) would like to access
your data.
The application will be able to
read and create data.

C
Cancel
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Installation
Users may receive an email
about the availability of the app
and have to download it or the
app may be pre-installed on the
company device given to the
users.

B

Launch Screen
Launch screen is available to the
user till the user completes the
onboarding process and the
connection between the user’s
account and the app backend is
established.
*If the user cancels the
onboarding process after
activation, the welcome screen
will provide access to restart the
onboarding process.
On the launch screen, inform the
user about how they can start
the onboarding process and
provide a way for the user to
explore the app in demo mode.
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Activation and Authorization
Activation is the process of
validating the user and making
the connection between the app
and the backend. Users need to
provide their credentials on the
login screen to activate their
profile.
The application needs access to
the user’s account to populate
the app with relevant data.
Before it may do so, the user
must authorize and provide
access to the data.
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EULA
An End User License Agreement
(EULA) is a legal contract
between a software application
author or publisher and the user
of that application. The user is
asked to ‘Agree’ which indicates
they accept the terms of EULA.

E

Authentication
Passcode and Touch ID act as a
key to unlock ‘Secure Storage’
and provide additional security.
Touch ID enablement is
dependent on a passcode being
setup. If enabled, returning user
will be asked to authenticate
using Touch ID or Passcode.

Authorization

Authorize

Authorizes the app
to access data

Authentication

Next
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Overview

Touch ID

Sets a passcode

END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (BETWEEN
SAP AND INDIRECT END USER) (“EULA”)
1. DEFINITIONS.
1.1 “Acceptance Form” means the Acceptance
Form for End User License Agreement (between
SAP and Indirect End User) as may be applicable
to this EULA upon SAP or Partner directions.
1.2 “Add-on” means any development that adds
new and independent functionality, (including any
new functional components for business
processes not provided by the Software), and
connects to and/or communicates through
published SAP application program interfaces or
user exits.
1.3 “Agreement” means the Software Order
Form or the Acceptance Form as the case may
be, this EULA and the Software Usage Rights
Schedule.
1.4 “API” means SAP’s application programming
interfaces, as well as other SAP code that allow
other software products to communicate with or
call on SAP Software (for example, SAP Enterprise
Services, BAPIs, Idocs, RFCs and ABAP or other
user exits) provided under this Agreement.
1.5 “Affiliate” means any legal entity in the
Territory in which the Licensee, directly or
indirectly, holds more than fifty percent (50%) of
the shares or voting rights. Any such legal entity
shall be considered an Affiliate for only such time
as such equity interest is maintained.
Disagree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
1.6
“Business Partner” means a legal entity
that
requires access to the Software in connection
with Licensee’s internal business operations, such
as customers, distributors and/or suppliers of
Licensee.
1.7 "Confidential Information" means, with
respect to SAP, all information which SAP
protects against unrestricted disclosure to others,
including but not limited to: (a) the Software and
Documentation and other SAP Materials,
including without limitation the following
information regarding the Software: (i) computer
software (object and source codes), programming
techniques and programming concepts, methods
of processing, system designs embodied in the
Software; (ii) benchmark results, manuals,
program listings, data structures, flow charts,
logic diagrams, functional specifications, file
formats; and (iii) discoveries, inventions,
concepts, designs, flow charts, documentation,
product specifications, application program
interface specifications, techniques and
processes relating to the Software; (b) the
research and development or investigations of
SAP; (c) product offerings, content partners,
product pricing, product availability, technical
drawings, algorithms, processes, ideas,
techniques, formulas, data, schematics, trade
secrets, know-how, improvements, marketing
plans, forecasts and strategies; and (d) any
information about or concerning any third party
(which information was provided to SAP subject
to an applicable confidentiality obligation to such
third party). With respect to Licensee,
“Confidential Information” means all
information which Licensee protects against
unrestricted disclosure to others and which (i) if in
tangible form, Licensee clearly identifies as
confidential or proprietary at the time of
disclosure; and (ii) if in intangible form (including
disclosure made orally or visually), Licensee
identifies as confidential at the time of disclosure,
summarizes the Confidential Information in
writing, and delivers such summary within thirty
(30) calendar days of any such disclosure.
1.8 "Documentation" means SAP's
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Choose a passcode with a minimum of
6 characters.

Items need
your attention

Define Server Configuration
Task might delay work package
Due in 3 days • Cold Hot Ray HCM Upg...

Enabling Touch ID will give you
faster access to your information.

Include at least 3 of the following:

Decision Neede About Partn…
Issue not yet resolved

You can turn this feature on or off at
any time under Settings.

Lower case (a-z)
Upper case (A-Z)

Due in 2 days • Cold Hot Ray HCM Upg...
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Authentication

Enable

Learn more about Touch ID
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Due today • Heavy Tires Canada Rollout

Need more support from ba...

Enables or skips
Touch ID setup

Issue not yet resolved
Due in 2 days • Cold Hot Ray HCM Upg...
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